
Kg

Communication
(literary or verbal)

Taste

Smell

Touch

Hearing

Sight

Attention

Dexterity
(precision of gestures,

coordination)

Force
(fatigability in the face of weight,

grip strength)

Flexibility
(hold, balance and

comfort of postures)

Physical

Cognitive

Sensorial

Mobility
(access, distances)

Reach
(areas, heights

and clearances)

Resolution
(gesture projection,

realization, logic)

Memorization

Recognition

I have a vision
less than 3 / 10th

User conditions

I am sitting

x1

I'm speaking on the phone
at the same time

My child can too
use the object without difficulty

My grandmother can too
use the object without difficulty

For the design of a user manual, for example,
the two interactions to prioritize are sight and recognition.

I use one hand

If I lift the object
in its use

I use little force to
maintain the effort or weight

If I handle
a grip area

I use little force
grip or grip

If I raise my arms
during use

I can use the object
without raising your arms above

from the shoulder

If I aim for a button
or a handful

The dimensions allow me
to aim without errors

The gestures that I perform
may be imprecise

I do not need
to bend down

Use of the object
is done in front of me

I can take time
to react

I could be wrong
and go back

If I move
during use

I can move
by keeping a hand available

for a cane or
to use a wheelchair

If I generally use
the object while standing

I can use the object
while sitting

The use is not
dangerous if I'm distracted

Usage asks me
little concentration

I intuitively use the object
without necessity

preliminary explanations

There are texts
or pictograms

Easy to read and understanding 
instructions (FALC in french)

I can use the object
without danger, with

memory loss

I can use the object
with memory loss

If i need
communicate with the object

to use it

Develop conditions
accessibility to services

and digital devices

If there are parameters
taste

I can use the object
safe without tasting

If there are parameters
olfactory

I can use the object
safe without feeling

I can use the object
safe without tactile sensitivity
(temperature, pain, textures ...)

If I aim for a button or a handle 
The gestures are carried out simply
without the need for coordination

If there are parameters
sound

There are visual alternatives
or touch to sound settings

I can use the object
without danger without hearing

If the object contains
buttons

The buttons are notched or
have an alternative to sight

If there are texts
or pictograms

The contrasts, the colors and
sizes follow

accessibility rules

Example ofsituations 

Accessibility criteria

Interactions possibles avec l’objet

Zoom in
to see in detail

First drafts of the accessibility wheel
and its few criteria in questions

Tool tested in the Good Design Playbook
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Premières ébauches de la roue d’accessibilité 
et ses quelques critères en questions

Outil expérimenté dans le Good Design Playbook

Kg

Taste

Smell

Touch

Hearing

Sight

Dexterity
(precision of gestures,

coordination)

Force
(fatigability in the face of weight,

grip strength)

Flexibility
(hold, balance and

comfort of postures)

Physical

Cognitive

Sensorial

Mobility
(access, distances)

Reach
(areas, heights

and clearances)

I have a vision
less than 3 / 10th

User conditions

I am sitting

x1

I use one hand

If I lift the object
in its use

I use little force to
maintain the effort or weight

If I handle
a grip area

I use little force
grip or grip

If I raise my arms
during use

I can use the object
without raising your arms above

from the shoulder

If I aim for a button
or a handful

The dimensions allow me
to aim without errors

The gestures that I perform
may be imprecise

I do not need
to bend down

Use of the object
is done in front of me

If I move
during use

I can move
by keeping a hand available

for a cane or
to use a wheelchair

If I generally use
the object while standing

I can use the object
while sitting

If there are parameters
taste

I can use the object
safe without tasting

If there are parameters
olfactory

I can use the object
safe without tactile sensitivity
(temperature, pain, textures ...)

If I aim for a button or a handle 
The gestures are carried out simply
without the need for coordination

If there are parameters
sound

There are visual alternatives
or touch to sound settings

I can use the object
without danger without hearing

If the object contains
buttons

The buttons are notched or
have an alternative to sight

If there are texts
or pictograms

The contrasts, the colors and
sizes follow

accessibility rules

Example ofsituations 

Accessibility criteria

Interactions possibles avec l’objet



Exam
ple of situations 

Accessibility criteria

First drafts of the accessibility wheel
and its few criteria in questions

Tool tested in the Good Design Playbook

Taste

Smell

Touch

Hearing

I have a vision
less than 3 / 10th

If there are parameters
taste

I can use the object
safe without tasting

If there are parameters
olfactory

I can use the object
safe without feeling

I can use the object
safe without tactile sensitivity
(temperature, pain, textures ...)

If there are parameters
sound

There are visual alternatives
or touch to sound settings

I can use the object
without danger without hearing

If the object contains
buttons

The buttons are notched or
have an alternative to sight

If there are texts
or pictograms

The contrasts, the colors and
sizes follow

accessibility rules

Kg

Sight

Dextérité
(précision des gestes, 

coordination)

Force
(fatigabilité face au poids,

force de préhension)

Flexibility
(hold, balance and

comfort of postures)

Physical

Cognitive

Sensorial

Mobility
(access, distances)

Atteinte
(zones, hauteurs 
et dégagements) User condition

I do not need
to bend down

Use of the object
is done in front of me

I can move
keeping one hand

available for a cane
or a wheelchair

Je peux me déplacer 
en gardant une main 

disponible pour une canne 
ou un fauteuil roulant

If I generally use
the object while standing

I can use the object
while sitting

Possible interactions with the object
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Kg

Communication
(literary or verbal)

Taste

Smell

Touch

Hearing

Attention

Dexterity
(precision of gestures,

coordination)

Force
(fatigability in the face of weight,

grip strength)

Flexibility
(hold, balance and

comfort of postures)

Physical

Cognitive

Sensorial

Reach
(areas, heights

and clearances)

Resolution
(gesture projection,

realization, logic)

Memorization

Recognition

User conditions

x1

I'm speaking on the phone
at the same time

My child can too
use the object without difficulty

My grandmother can too
use the object without difficulty

For the design of a user manual, for example,
the two interactions to prioritize are sight and recognition.

I use one hand

If I lift the object
in its use

I use little force to
maintain the effort or weight

If I handle
a grip area

I use little force
grip or grip

If I raise my arms
during use

I can use the object
without raising your arms above

from the shoulder

If I aim for a button
or a handful

The dimensions allow me
to aim without errors

The gestures that I perform
may be imprecise

I can take time
to react

I could be wrong
and go back

The use is not
dangerous if I'm distracted

Usage asks me
little concentration

I intuitively use the object
without necessity

preliminary explanations

There are texts
or pictograms

Easy to read and understanding 
instructions (FALC in french)

I can use the object
without danger, with

memory loss

I can use the object
with memory loss

If i need
communicate with the object

to use it

Develop conditions
accessibility to services

and digital devices

If there are parameters
taste

I can use the object
safe without tasting

If there are parameters
olfactory

I can use the object
safe without feeling

I can use the object
safe without tactile sensitivity
(temperature, pain, textures ...)

If I aim for a button or a handle 
The gestures are carried out simply
without the need for coordination

Interactions possibles avec l’objet
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